
Guy Everett Grantham

February 1, 1886 — September 8, 1970

For two generations, the students entering Cornell’s College of Engineering learned of the wonders and difficulties 

of physics at the hands of a master teacher—Guy Everett Grantham. Those fortunate students came to know a 

warm friend who was devoted to the task of helping them to learn, who insisted that they do their utmost to learn 

well, but who was infinitely Patient with their difficulties. In short, they learned that universities really do care 

about excellence in teaching. While we record Professor Grantham’s Passing with sorrow, we can be confident that 

his life will have served as an aspiration, both to his colleagues and students at Cornell and to the many physics 

teachers throughout the country who served their teaching apprenticeship with him.

Guy Grantham was born in Ladoga, Indiana. He received the bachelor’s degree from Indiana University in 1909 

and the master’s degree from the same institution in 1913. During the years 1909-15 he served as an instructor 

in physics at Purdue University. One of his students at Purdue, Miss Margaret Paul, became in due time Mrs. 

Grantham. He entered Cornell to work for the doctorate in 1915, but World War I interrupted his training. He 

was commissioned a captain in the Army Signal Corps and saw service in France, mostly in the training of 

experts in the new science of radio communication. It simply must be recorded that he really couldn’t qualify for a 

commission because of his color blindness. With the help of some ingenuity, some friends and some determination, 

he got around that problem.) After the war, he resumed his graduate work at Cornell and received the doctor’s 

degree in 1920. Thereafter followed teaching positions at the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas and 

at the Post Graduate School of the United States Naval Academy. When, in 1927, Cornell’s College of Engineering 

and Physics Department felt the need for a special introductory physics course for students of that college, and for 

a new faculty member to organize and teach that course, it was natural to think of Guy Grantham. He became an 

assistant professor in 1928 and professor in 1936. While his primary responsibility continued to be the introductory 

physics course for engineering students, he assumed other responsibilities as well. After the experience of World 

War II, it seemed clear that a curriculum combining the fundamentals of physics and the engineering sciences 

was desirable and so Cornell’s Department of Engineering Physics came into being, with Professor Grantham as 

one of the planning group and a member of that new department’s faculty. During the last five years of his active 

career, Professor Grantham served as executive officer of the Department of Physics. With his retirement in 1955, 

he became professor of physics, emeritus.
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While Professor Grantham’s professional career included many activities outside the lecture room and the 

laboratory, he will surely be remembered most for his devotion to and love for teaching. He was a brilliant lecturer 

and spent much effort on the development of new demonstration experiment and techniques. During a sabbatic 

leave in 1936 he visited many universities in Europe, looking especially for ideas for lecture demonstration 

experiments. Later, when closed-circuit television equipment began to appear, he was among the first to use it 

in illustrating physics concepts that had previously been inaccessible to demonstration. While he insisted that 

every demonstration should have the prime aim of clarifying a point in physics, he was delighted if the point were 

illustrated spectacularly. And so, while some of his former students may now be a little fuzzy about the law of 

conservation of energy, few will forget a massive pendulum ball starting from Professor Grantham’s nose, swinging 

far out over the audience and returning to within a hair’s breadth of that nose. While he enjoyed lecturing, he felt 

that his most effective teaching was with smaller groups where he could ask and answer questions and where he 

could stimulate lively debates. In fact many of his hours were spent with the smallest possible group: one student 

A mental picture that many of us will always carry is that of Professor Grantham in his office with a student seated 

beside him, with the patient and thoughtful questions guiding that student through the subtleties of Newton’s laws 

of motion.

Not the least of Professor Grantham’s legacies is the small army of college and university physics teachers who 

first learned their trade as one of “Granny’s boys.” These former teaching assistants are now scattered all over the 

country, bringing to their students and to their teaching assistants the same high standards of teaching excellence 

that they learned from him. It is worth noting that two of Professor Grantham’s former teaching assistants are 

now college presidents.

While Cornell was fortunate in enjoying a major share of Professor Grantham’s thoughtfulness, warmth, and 

devotion to duty, he gave his time freely to many other activities: to innumerable United Fund campaigns, to his 

church, to the Shriners’ lodge, and to the Rotary Club.

He is survived by his wife, his daughter, and two grandchildren.

Trevor R. Cuykendall, Howard G. Smith, Herbert F. Newhall
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